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EBA 40480 MULTISTAR® VISION PLUS (Last update 25/10/2016)

1.   Installation on tiles

A  Installation not using profiles
                                  B  Installation using profiles

Before installing the MULTISTAR® VISION PLUS panel, 
verify that the walls are level.

Clean the existing tiles using a soft cloth and 
our basic cleaner for existing tiled surfaces  
(Art. SH 30066).
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Draw the outline of the panels on the wall. Transfer the dimension 
onto the panel and cut the panel to size. When taking your 
measurements, take into account the expansion joint between the 
panels. Drill the holes for the connections. You can use all standard 
wood processing tools to work on the panels. Vacuum or sweep 
any shavings off the panels. Always work on the face side of the 
panel. Make sure that the panel is well supported. Caution - risk of 
breakage!
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Apply the beads of adhesive for the panels to the 
wall vertically, at a spacing of approx. 50 mm. 

Place the beads of adhesive at a spacing of  
10 mm in those places where you intend to attach 
accessories (shower head sliding rail, soap dish, 
shower stall door, etc.). 

Ideal bead thickness 4-6 mm.

BA

Position the MULTISTAR® VISION PLUS panel on the 
wall and press it on evenly.
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Apply transparent silicone (Art. SH 30051) onto the profile edge. 
Slide the corner profile, internal (Art. VISION0062) and the finished 
edge, straight (Art. VISION0065) or the finished edge, inclined  
(Art. VISION0059) onto the MULTISTAR® VISION PLUS panel, and 
attach it to the prepared wall.
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Apply silicone on the separation profile, slide the 
separation profile (Art. VISION0061 or VISION0066) 
onto the next MULTISTAR® VISION PLUS panel, and 
attach it to the wall which you prepared with 
beads of adhesive. Press the panel on evenly.
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Attach the additional panels to the wall after 
preparing it with beads of adhesive, paying 
attention to the corresponding expansion joints. 
Remove the protective film before cleaning the 
panels with our surface cleaner for glass laminate 
(Art. SH 30068).

Art. SH 30068
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Slide the finished edge, inclined (Art. VISION0059) 
or the finished edge, straight (Art. VISION0065) 
onto the last panel, and attach them to the wall 
which you prepared with beads of adhesive. Press 
the panel on evenly.
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Separation profile, Art. SH 30061

Separation profile for silicone butt joints 
Art. SH 30066
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Use silicone to seal the transitions between wall 
and floor. Seal the gaps around the connections 
using silicone. 

B

Use silicone to seal the transitions between wall 
and floor. Seal the gaps around the connections 
using silicone. To seal the outer and abutting 
edges, we recommend that you also use silicone 
across all exposed edges to prevent any ingress of 
moisture, dirt, accumulated water and mould. 
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adhesive layer 2 mm

shower pan
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Remove the protective film before cleaning the 
panels using a microfibre cloth and the surface 
cleaner (Art. SH 30068).

Art. SH 30068
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2.   Installation on plasterboard or plaster

A  Installation not using profiles                                   B  Installation using profiles

Before installing the MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS panels, 
check the following structural requirements: the 
walls must be level, and the substrate must be 
solid, dry, and of sufficient load-bearing capacity.
Attention: to level the wall surfaces, use only 
levelling compound that does not contain any 
plasticisers.
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Apply self-adhesive sealing tape at the transition 
points (Art. SH 30069).

See "Installation on tiles", items A and B for the remaining installation steps and for measuring

For Technical Information about VISIONPLUS, scan here

or download the information from our website at
http://www.schedel-badinnovation.de/index.php/technische-informationen.html


